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10 ABSTRACT: Aromatic−aromatic interactions have long been considered important in the self-
11 assembly of amyloids. In spite of their importance, aromatic amino acids are not detected in every
12 amyloid. In the present study, the occurrence and geometry of these interactions were analyzed
13 for the amyloid structures found in the Protein Data Bank. The data confirm that aromatic amino
14 acids are not crucial for amyloid fibril formation. In fact, aromatic−aliphatic interactions are more
15 frequent than the aromatic−aromatic interactions. Aromatic−aliphatic interactions are present in
16 higher numbers of structures and in certain amyloid sequences; they are more frequent than
17 aromatic−aromatic interactions. An analysis of aromatic/aromatic interactions shows different
18 interaction geometries in intrasheet and intersheet contacts; the intrasheet aromatic−aromatic
19 interactions are mostly parallel and displaced, while intersheet interactions are not parallel. Thus,
20 among the aromatic−aromatic interactions there are important edge-to-face attractions in
21 addition to parallel stacking ones.

22 ■ INTRODUCTION

23 Amyloids are insoluble proteins of a cross-β structure found as
24 deposits in many neurodegenerative diseases, such as
25 Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Creutzfeldt−Jakob’s, Huntington’s,
26 or in type II diabetes.1−6 Because of their strong fibrillar nature,
27 they can be found in normal tissues as well, like nails, spider
28 webs, or silk.7 Amyloids have attracted great attention because
29 of their perceived role in various diseases, unique architecture,
30 and exceptional physical properties.6,8 Short polypeptides, with
31 a minimum length of four amino acids, are self-assembled into
32 β-sheets via backbone hydrogen bonds, and then several β-
33 sheets interact with each other via polypeptide side chains, to
34 form long linear unbranched protofilaments with an axis nearly
35 perpendicular to a polypeptide strand.9 Several protofilaments,
36 the number being specific to the particular amyloid protein,
37 form fibrils.10 All amyloid proteins, independent of their
38 sequence, form similar structures, namely, the cross-β structure
39 which is made of parallel arrays of β-strands. These structures
40 differ only in the intersheet spacing, which depends on the side
41 chain size, and in the morphology of a fibril.10

42 Although they are not indispensable, the aromatic amino
43 acids phenylalanine (Phe), tyrosine (Tyr), and tryptophan
44 (Trp) appear to be important in amyloid formation, kinetics,
45 and thermodynamic stability.9,11−22 Aromatic amino acids are
46 hydrophobic and have a high β-sheet propensity. These
47 properties appear crucial in amyloid formation. Furthermore,
48 aromatic amino acids possess an ability to engage in π−π

49interactions and have a directing role in the kinetics of amyloid
50formation.9,10,12,14,15,23

51Aromatic−aromatic interactions (Ar/Ar) generally give rise

52to three different types of geometries that differ by the angle

53between rings and offset values: edge-to-face/T-shaped, face-to-

54 f1face, and parallel displaced (offset stacked) interactions (Figure

55 f11). Generally, the face-to-face orientation is rarely observed, as

56it leads to an unfavorable electrostatic repulsion between the

57two planar faces of the aromatic rings. The majority of

58interactions in the proteins in general fall into a T-shaped
59orientation.24−26
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Figure 1. Representation of the three aromatic−aromatic interaction
types.
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60 Our previous work based on the analysis of crystal structures
61 from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD), protein
62 structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), and quantum
63 chemical calculations showed the importance of parallel
64 aromatic−aromatic interactions at large offsets of 4.5−5.5
65 Å.26,27 The quantum chemical calculations indicate that even at
66 large offsets, the stacking interactions are quite strong, with an
67 interaction energy of −2.0 kcal/mol.27

68 Our recent quantum chemical calculations28 of pairs of
69 amyloid β-sheets indicate that the aromatic−aliphatic inter-
70 actions contribute the most to amyloid stability, in the case of
71 amyloids with aromatic amino acids, while aliphatic−backbone
72 interactions contribute the most to amyloid stability in the case
73 of aliphatic amyloids (amyloids without aromatic residues).
74 These results also support previous findings that amyloid β-
75 structures can be formed by nonaromatic peptides. Also, our
76 calculations of cyclohexane−benzene31 and benzene−ben-
77 zene27 interactions indicate stronger aromatic−aliphatic inter-
78 actions than the aromatic−aromatic ones.
79 In several studies, π−π interactions in amyloids were
80 detected through indirect experimental methods, like UV
81 fluorescence spectroscopy,28 circular dichroism,11,30 and the
82 importance of these interactions in amyloid aggregations was
83 assessed without any atomic level characterization.
84 In the present study, a systematic investigation of interactions
85 of aromatic side chains at atomic resolution was performed by
86 using X-ray and NMR structures of amyloids deposited in the
87 PDB. Both natural and synthetic amyloids were included in the
88 study, by taking only cross-β and parallel coil structures into
89 account, in a thorough search of PDB for amyloids. Since fibril
90 growth can be conducted through β-sheet by increasing the
91 hydrogen bonding between β-strands within the same β-sheet,
92 or by side chain interactions between different β-sheets,10 these
93 two types of Ar/Ar interactions were distinguished as intrasheet

f2 94 and intersheet (Figure 2). To the best of our knowledge, this is
95 the first systematic study of interactions of aromatic side chains
96 in all amyloid structures deposited in the PDB.

97 ■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
98 PDB Database. Amyloid protein three-dimensional (3D)
99 structures were searched in the PDB31 and in the CSD.32 The
100 searching criterion for the CSD was any at least four residue long
101 acyclic polypeptide with a nearly β-sheet structure. Eight structures
102 were found, but with no proof of self-assembly in the published papers.
103 An amyloid PDB subdatabase was made by searching the PDB for an
104 amyloid precursor name in the case of natural amyloids, and for the
105 terms amyloidogenic, amyloid-related, and amyloid-like for synthetic

106amyloids. Only the β secondary structures or coils were taken into
107account. The details of the procedure for the database search have
108been explained previously.33 There were 109 structures found in the
109PDB that fit these criteria, resolved by X-ray crystallography, solid state
110or solution NMR. Some NMR structures are multiframe with up to 20
111conformers, so total of 303 conformers were analyzed. There are 83
112different peptide sequences in the constructed database. The X-ray
113structures have been translated and rotated in order to obtain full
114crystal lattice and biological assembly defined in PDB files; after,
115duplicate interactions and amino acids have been excluded. In order to
116determine the occurrence and impact of aromatic rings, all interactions
117of aromatic rings, both aromatic−aromatic (Ar/Ar) and aromatic−
118nonaromatic (Ar/nAr), were analyzed in every one of these sequences.
119Aromatic−Aromatic Interactions. All the combinations of
120interactions between the three aromatic amino acids, Phe, Tyr, and
121Trp, were taken into account. Histidine was not taken into
122consideration because it can be charged and thus screen more delicate
123π−π interaction. For Trp, we considered interactions of the six-
124membered ring, while we did not consider interactions of the five-
125membered ring. We determined the center−center distance between
126the rings (d), the angle between ring planes (P1/P2), the normal
127distance between ring planes (R), and the offset between ring centers
128 f3(r), shown in Figure 3. The distance (R) represents the normal

129distance of the center of one ring (Ω) to its projection onto the plane
130of the other ring (Ωp). The horizontal displacement (offset) r
131represents the distance of the center of one ring (Ω′) to the projection
132of the center of the other ring onto the plane of the first ring (Ωp). For
133(P1/P2) angles other than zero, there are two alternative and unequal
134pairs of R and r; we have used the higher R and its corresponding r
135value, as in ref 26. The distances between the Cα atoms of two
136interacting amino acids have been calculated as well. The scripts for
137the search and for the PDB file parsing were written in Python
138(http://www.python.org/) by using the MDAnalysis python library.34

139Duplicate interactions have been recognized as having the same d
140distance and excluded.
141Aromatic molecules can form other types of interactions as well,
142such as C−H/O and C−H/π. A contact was considered C−H/O
143interaction if the distance between a hydrogen atom from the C−H
144group of an amino acid and an oxygen atom from another amino acid
145was less than 2.9 Å and the C−H−O angle larger than 110°.35,36 The
146geometrical criteria for the C−H/π interaction were the distance
147between the H atom and the center of phenyl ring is shorter than 3.5
148Å, the angle between the C−H vector and the phenyl ring center is in
149the range 110−180°, and the angle between the vector H atom
150center of the ring and the vector normal to the ring is smaller than
15130°.37

152We also distinguished Ar/Ar interactions when the aromatic rings
153pertain to parallel and antiparallel strand, by defining angle between
154vectors C−Cα for the two residues. When this vector was less than
15590°, the strands were considered parallel.
156Aromatic−Nonaromatic Interactions. To describe the Ar/nAr
157interactions, the minimum distance between heavy atoms of two
158interacting amino acids was calculated, taking into consideration side
159chains only. The backbone interactions were not considered, as they

Figure 2. Example of intrasheet and intersheet contacts in an amyloid
protein, PDB ID 2NNT.

Figure 3. Geometric parameters determined for each PDB amyloid
structure: the center−center distance between rings (d), the angle
between ring planes (P1/P2), the normal distance between planes (R),
the offset between ring centers (r).
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160 are not specific to an amino acid. The minimum distance between
161 heavy atoms was limited to 5.0 Å in the search, as the sum of van der
162 Waals radii never exceeds this value, according to the CHARMM
163 parameters.38 The interactions were discriminated as intersheet with
164 the Cα−Cα distance > 8 Å, and intrasheet with Cα−Cα distance < 6
165 Å, according to the results for the Ar/Ar. One interaction was counted
166 as one pair of residues.
167 Number of Rings Involved in Interactions. The number of
168 aromatic amino acids taking part in Ar/Ar or exclusively Ar/nAr
169 interactions was determined in every amyloid structure. An Ar/Ar
170 interaction was defined within the area that corresponds to the ellipse
171 (r = 7.0 Å and R = 6.0 Å) according to the results for the Ar/Ar search.
172 Ar/nAr interactions were defined as maximum heavy atom−heavy
173 atom distance up to 5.0 Å, according to the Ar/nAr search.

174 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
175 We searched and analyzed interactions of aromatic side chains
176 in the subdatabase formed by amyloid structures deposited in
177 the PDB from June 2016. In the PDB, 83 sequences and 109

178amyloid structures were found, while 67.5% sequences and
179 t171.6% structures contain aromatic amino acids (Table 1).
180These data show that amyloid structures can exist without
181aromatic amino acids, as was observed previously.9 Moreover,
182in a number of structures with aromatic amino acids, the Ar/Ar
183interactions do not exist; among 109 structures, the Ar/Ar
184interactions were observed only in 48 structures, and
185specifically intesheet Ar/Ar interactions are present only in
186 t221 structures (19.3%, Table 2). Hence, our data confirm that
187neither aromatic amino acids nor Ar/Ar interactions are crucial
188for amyloid existence.
189The analysis has been done separately for the amino acids
190Phe, Tyr, and Trp, in order to detect different substituents
191influences. The occurrence of aromatic amino acids among all
192amino acids in amyloids is 3.92% for Phe, 2.90% for Tyr and
1930.29% for Trp, which is very similar to the occurrences in
194general protein sequences taken from Uniprot,39 for Phe and
195Tyr (3.93% and 2.94%, respectively), while occurrence for Trp
196is larger in general protein sequence, 1.29%.
197As was mentioned above, the intersheet and intrasheet
198interactions were analyzed separately. The intrasheet Ar/Ar
199interactions are far more frequent than the intersheet ones
200(2309 over 410, Table 2), and also a higher number of rings is

Table 1. Number and Percentages of Aromatic Amino Acids in Amyloid Sequences and Structures, and Their Involvement in
Aromatic−Aromatic or Aromatic−Nonaromatic Interactionsa

no. aromatics involved in Ar/Ar no. aromatics involved in Ar/nAr

no. sequences
with aromatics

no. aromatics in
sequences

no. structures
with aromatics

no. aromatics in
structures intersheet intrasheet intersheet intrasheet

Phe 38 45.8% 54 55.1% 48 44.0% 3505 57.1% 171 2.8% 2663 43.4% 2759 45.0% 387 6.3%
Tyr 32 38.6% 40 40.8% 49 45.0% 2351 38.3% 670 10.9% 1210 19.7% 723 11.8% 403 6.6%
Trp 3 3.6% 4 4.1% 5 4.6% 280 4.6% 61 1.0% 155 2.5% 164 2.7% 89 1.5%
total 56 67.5% 98 78 71.6% 6136 902 14.7% 4028 65.6% 3646 59.4% 879 14.3%

aAr/Ar = aromatic−aromatic interactions, Ar/nAr = aromatic−nonaromatic interactions. There are 83 sequences and 109 structures in total.

Table 2. Number and Percentages of Structures and Interactions Involving Aromatic Amino Acidsa

no. structures no. interactions

intersheet intrasheet intersheet intrasheet

Ar/Ar PhePhe 7 6.4% 21 19.3% 10 2.4% 1492 64.6%
PheTyr 2 1.8% 0 0.0% 3 0.7% 0 0.0%
PheTrp 0 0.0% 1 0.9% 0 0.0% 4 0.2%
TyrTyr 14 12.8% 15 13.8% 397 96.8% 797 34.5%
TrpTrp 0 0.0% 1 0.9% 0 0.0% 16 0.7%
total 21 19.3% 33 30.3% 410 2309

Ar/nAr Phe 48 44.0% 33 30.3% 6902 72.4% 877 43.6%
Tyr 48 44.0% 31 28.4% 1827 19.2% 963 47.9%
Trp 4 3.7% 5 4.6% 810 8.5% 170 8.5%
total 78 71.6% 51 46.8% 9539 2010

aAr/Ar = aromatic−aromatic interactions, Ar/nAr = aromatic−nonaromatic interactions. Total number of structures is 109, 78 of which contain
aromatic amino acids.

Figure 4. Normal distance (R) dependence on the offset values (r).

Figure 5. Example of the most frequent geometrical arrangement of
the intrasheet interactions. PDBid: 4R0P, P1/P2 = 0.0°, r = 3.57 Å.
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201 involved in the intrasheet interactions (4028 over 902, Table
202 1).
203 Considering intersheet interactions, the data in Table 1 show
204 that the number of aromatic amino acids involved in Ar/nAr

205interactions (3646) is larger than the number of aromatic

206amino acids involved in Ar/Ar interactions (902). Also, the

207number of Ar/nAr interactions (9539) is larger than the

208number of Ar/Ar interactions (410), as data in Table 2 indicate.

209On the other hand, for the intrasheet interactions, the Ar/Ar

210(2309) are more preferred than the Ar/nAr ones (2010, Table

2112), and also a higher number of rings is involved in Ar/Ar
212(4028) than in Ar/nAr (879, Table 1).
213Aromatic−Aromatic Interactions. The common charac-

214teristic of all the Ar/Ar interactions found in amyloid PDB

215structures is that the normal distance between rings (R)

216 f4decreases as the offset value increases (r), as seen in Figure 4.
217The database search yielded 3573 contacts found to be within

Figure 6. Geometrical parameters for the intrasheet aromatic−aromatic interactions: (A) Distribution of the offset values (r), (B) distribution of the
normal distances (R), (C) center−center distance distribution, (D) distribution of the angle between aromatic rings, and (E) distribution of the Cα−
Cα distances.

Figure 7. Torsion angle T of an aromatic amino acid between the
atoms C, Cα, Cβ, and Cγ.
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218 the area that corresponds to the ellipse (r = 7.0 Å and R = 6.0
219 Å).
220 Some longer amyloid peptides exhibit the structure of a β-
221 turn-β and look like U-shaped β-sheets. The aromatic rings
222 contained in these unstructured turns, as well as in the

223unstructured β-strand extremities, were not accounted for in
224the interaction analysis, as they do not give rise to the cross-β
225amyloid structure (Figure S1). In other words, only the
226interacting cross-β fragments were analyzed in this study, and
227hence we analyzed 2719 interactions. The geometric
228parameters were analyzed separately for the intersheet and
229the intrasheet Ar/Ar interactions.
230Intrasheet Aromatic−Aromatic Interactions. When it
231comes to the intrasheet arrangements, more than two aromatic
232rings are stacked, and the rings are arranged in a nearly parallel
233 f5orientation, with varying offset values. The structure in Figure 5
234represents one typical example of these structural motifs. The
235 f6data on geometries of these interactions are given in Figure 6,
236where the characteristic angles between ring planes, P1/P2, are
2370−5° and the offset values (r) are in the range 2.5−5.0 Å. The
238Cα−Cα distance is in a small range, since it corresponds to the
239intrasheet distances and is a general property of proteins, about
240∼4.7 Å.10 As the distance between two amino acids is constant,
241the variation in the center−center distance between rings (d)
242and in the offset value (r) (Figure 6) is due to the change in the
243 f7torsion angle C−Cα−Cβ−Cγ, presented in Figure 7.
244In order to probe the influence of the ring type, the P1/P2
245angle-offset dependence was separately shown for the four
246systems, Phe−Phe, Phe−Trp, Tyr−Tyr, and Trp−Trp, which
247were found in the interactions involving combinations of three
248 f8aromatic amino acids (Figure 8A). All systems, except Trp−
249Trp, show a tendency toward parallel interactions, and a large
250range of offset values. The systems with tryptophan exhibit less
251parallel geometries, which could be the consequence of a small
252number of these interactions (Table 2). Namely, all the Trp−
253Trp interactions were found in one 10-framed NMR structure,
254and all tryptophans were positioned toward the water
255environment with higher conformational freedom (Figure S2).
256In the polar solvent environment, the dielectric constant is
257higher than in the hydrophobic core of proteins, and the polar
258interactions screen the delicate π−π interactions. Hence, Figure
2598B presents the P1/P2 angle-offset dependence when all
260intrasheet interactions with aromatic rings that are close to
261the water environment are excluded. The comparison of data in
262Figure 8A,B shows that the interactions in the polar solvent
263environment have high P1/P2 angles and can have high offset
264values. The interactions in the hydrophobic core show
265tendencies toward smaller P1/P2 angles (Figure 8B). One can
266notice that only Phe−Phe and Tyr−Tyr interactions occur in
267the hydrophobic core.
268In comparison to tyrosine aromatic rings, the phenylalanine
269rings demonstrate a higher tendency to form intrasheet Ar/Ar
270interactions with a larger range of offset values and large range
271of inter-ring angles (Figure 8B). Visual inspection of the
272amyloid structures indicated that Phe rings are found nearly
273parallel to the sheet plane, while the Tyr rings point toward the
274 f9opposite amyloid sheet, as presented in the examples in Figure
275 f99. Tyr possesses the −OH group and can form hydrogen bonds
276with the opposite sheet backbone (Figure 9B); this is the
277reason why offset values for Tyr−Tyr interactions are in a
278relatively small range, and they have a small angle P1/P1 (almost
279parallel interactions, Figure 8). Hence, hydrogen bonds of
280−OH group of tyrosine with the opposite backbone are
281responsible for different geometries in Phe−Phe and Tyr−Tyr
282contacts.
283Phenylalanine residues that form interactions at large offsets
284(3.5−5.0 Å) can form simultaneous interactions with ring faces.
285It was previously demonstrated that high offsets in phenyl−

Figure 8. P1/P2 angle-offset dependence for intrasheet aromatic−
aromatic interactions. Different amino acid pairs represented in various
colors. (A) P1/P2 (offset) function for all intrasheet interactions. (B)
P1/P2 (offset) function for intrasheet interactions not exposed to the
solvent.

Figure 9. Intrasheet aromatic−aromatic interactions. (A) Type Phe−
Phe exhibits higher offset values (right), PDB ID 2LMQ, r = 4.95 Å.
(B) Type Tyr−Tyr exhibits lower offset values (right), PDB ID 2M5K,
r = 2.30 Å. Besides intraseet π−π interactions between aromatic rings,
Phe and Tyr residues have additional interactions with the opposite
amyloid sheet. Phenylalanines interact through their π-cloud with
hydrophobic residues in the surrounding (Leu, C−H/π interaction),
while tyrosines form hydrogen bonds with the opposite sheet
backbone through their −OH group, O−H−O angle 155.24°, O−O
distance 3.41 Å.
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286 phenyl interactions are favorable in supramolecular structures,
287 since the π-cloud can simultaneously interact with other entities
288 in the vicinity.26,27 In amyloids, the simultaneous interactions of
289 the Phe ring are interactions with nonaromatic residues; the
290 most frequent are interactions with the leucine side chain

t3 291 (Table 3).
292 In the example shown in Figure 9A, the Phe ring forms a
293 parallel interaction with another Phe ring at a large offset and
294 simultaneously interacts with leucine (Figure 9A). In strands
295 with Tyr, the Tyr protrudes between the side chains of the
296 opposite sheet, due to its side chain forming hydrogen bond
297 with the opposite sheet (Figure 9B). This Tyr arrangement
298 contributes to the relatively small range of offset values for
299 Tyr−Tyr interactions (Figure 8).
300 In contrast to the intersheet interactions (see below) the
301 intrasheet aromatic contacts do not involve C−H/O and C−
302 H/π interactions, as there is no geometric condition for these
303 interactions. Namely, C−H/π are impossible with small inter-
304 ring angles (Figure 8), while the C−H/O interactions of Tyr
305 (only Tyr possesses oxygen) are not possible for the small
306 offsets observed in amyloid structures (Figure 8).
307 The interstrand hydrogen bonds of the backbone groups
308 stabilize individual beta-sheets, and they are stronger than π−π
309 interactions.10 Thus, the intrasheet Ar/Ar interactions are
310 probably the consequence of the steric condition inside a

311protein β-sheet, although interactions between aromatic rings
312also contribute to the stabilization of a sheet. Examples in
313 f10Figure 10 show that the antiparallel beta-sheet arrangement
314prevents the intrasheet Ar/Ar interactions, while the parallel
315arrangement results in the intrasheet interactions. In the
316structures where intrasheet interactions are present, they are
317always arranged as an array of rings. This arrangement also
318maximizes the intrasheet backbone hydrogen bonds between
319the parallel β-strands, because the strands are always aligned
320along the entire length, Figure 10. Also, intrasheet Ar/Ar
321interactions are not formed in every parallel structure (in 10 out
322of 36 structures interactions not formed), even when rings are
323aligned, which indicates poor importance of the intrasheet Ar/
324Ar interactions in amyloids.
325Intersheet Aromatic−Aromatic Interactions. Histo-
326grams with geometric data for intersheet Ar/Ar interactions
327 f11are given in Figure 11 and show significant differences between
328the inter- and intrasheet interaction geometries (Figure 6). In
329contrast to the case of intrasheet interactions, the intersheet
330interactions have no parallel ring arrangements; the P1/P2
331angles for most of the interactions have values in the range
33230−40° (Figure 11). The histogram with offset values has two
333sharp maxima, at 2.5−3.0 Å and 5.5−6.5 Å (Figure 11), while
334the range of offset values for intrasheet interactions is 2.5−5.0 Å
335(Figure 6). The intersheet interactions exhibit a somewhat
336larger distance (d) than the intrasheet interactions, and the Cα-
337Cα distance is much larger, since the rings from different sheets
338are pointed toward each other.
339The intersheet interactions are mostly pairwise, in contrast to
340the intrasheet interactions, where there are several rings stacked
341subsequently. In order to probe the influence of aromatic ring
342type the angle P1/P2offset dependence was obtained
343separately for Phe−Phe, Phe−Tyr, and Tyr−Tyr interactions,
344the three types of the intersheet interactions that were found in
345 f12amyloid structures (Figure 12A). Like the intrasheet
346interactions, the mixed-type interactions are not common;
347however, in the intersheet interactions the Tyr−Tyr
348interactions prevail, while in the intrasheet the majority of
349interactions are Phe−Phe (Table 2).
350The intersheet Ar/Ar interactions have values of geometric
351parameters over a large range, indicating a variety of interaction
352geometries. This could be the consequence of a higher ring
353steric freedom, as amyloid sheets are not as close as the strands
354inside a sheet. The interactions of two aromatic rings with
355inter-ring angles around zero and with offsets up to 2.0 Å had
356been considered as stacking interactions. Recently, Zaric ́ and
357co-workers found significantly strong benzene−benzene
358interactions also at larger offsets, up to 5.5 Å.26,27 Furthermore,
359the interactions with P1/P2 angles up to 40° could be

Table 3. Number and Percentages of Intersheet and Intrasheet Aromatic−Nonaromatic Interactions between Different
Aromatic and Nonaromatic Residuesa

intersheet Ar/nAr intrasheet Ar/nAr

Phe Tyr Trp Phe Tyr Trp

Leu 2018 21.2% 154 1.6% 185 1.9% Val 266 13.2% 314 15.6% 0 0.0%
Ile 1556 16.3% 450 4.7% 0 0.0% Ser 32 1.6% 338 16.8% 0 0.0%
Val 759 8.0% 300 3.1% 33 0.3% Glu 218 10.8% 128 6.4% 0 0.0%
Ala 757 7.9% 77 0.8% 0 0.0% Asp 48 2.4% 9 0.4% 116 5.8%
Glu 585 6.1% 105 1.1% 126 1.3% Leu 155 7.7% 17 0.8% 0 0.0%
Asn 599 6.3% 173 1.8% 11 0.1% Ala 83 4.1% 61 3.0% 1 0.0%
Arg 174 1.8% 20 0.2% 294 3.1% Thr 6 0.3% 39 1.9% 21 1.0%

aThe most frequent interactions are represented. Total number of the interactions is 9539 for the intersheet and 2010 for the intrasheet interactions.

Figure 10. (A) Antiparallel beta-sheet arrangement prevents the
intrasheet aromatic−aromatic interactions, PDB ID 3MD4, and (B)
parallel arrangement results in the intrasheet interactions, PDB ID
2BEG. Dashed lines represent the backbone hydrogen bonds, and red
sticks represent the aromatic amino acids.
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360 considered stacking, as they exhibit an energy-offset depend-
361 ence like that in the parallel interactions.26

362 Most of the intermolecular Ar/Ar interactions are displaced
363 stackings (Figure 12B), although they can form other types of
364 interactions as well, like C−H/O36,37 and C−H/π.37 The
365 number of C−H/O interactions is 22, and the number of C−

f13 366 H/π interactions is 31 (Figure 12B). The structures in Figure
f13 367 13 exemplify characteristic interactions between aromatic

368 moieties: stacking, displaced stacking, C−H/O and C−H/π
369 interactions.
370 The rest, namely, the 176 “other” interactions, do not satisfy
371 criteria for any of the interactions. However, they are all
372 attractive. The potential surface for Ar/Ar interactions20 shows

373that the interactions at offsets around 3.0 Å with P1/P2 angles
374around 50° have interaction energies close to −2.0 kcal/mol,
375while the interactions at offsets around 6.0 Å with P1/P2 angles
376around 30° have interaction energies between −0.5 and −1.0
377kcal/mol. The vast majority (145/176) of these “other”
378interactions belong to a single 20-framed NMR structure,
379PDB ID 2M5N, as shown in Figure S3.
380The geometrical parameters for the interacting rings
381belonging to the parallel and antiparallel strands are very
382similar (Figure 12C), indicating that orientation of strands does
383not have a significant influence on the intersheet interactions.
384Aromatic−Nonaromatic Interactions. The intrasheet
385Ar/nAr interactions are long with no peak at lower heavy

Figure 11. Geometry parameters for the intersheet aromatic−aromatic interactions: (A) Distribution of the offset values (r), (B) distribution of the
normal distances (R), (C) center−center distance distribution, (D) distribution of the angles between aromatic rings, and (E) distribution of the
Cα−Cα distances.
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386 atom−heavy atom distances between two interacting amino
f14 387 acids (Figure 14). Rings interact with various nonaromatic side

388 chains with no strong preference for any side chain (Table 3).

389These intrasheet interactions could also be the result of steric
390conditions. The number of the interactions show that the
391intrasheet Ar/nAr interactions are not particularly important
392(Table 1).
393Differently than interacting distances of Ar/nAr intrasheet
394interaction, the distances of intersheet interactions exhibit a
395peak at 3.5−4.0 Å (Figure 14B). As the nonaromatic residues
396are much more numerous (in average, every aromatic ring
397interacts with ∼3 nonaromatic, and ∼1.5 aromatic residues), we
398performed an analysis of the number of rings taking part in
399certain types of interactions: Ar/Ar or Ar/nAr. Four times
400higher number of aromatic rings takes part in the intersheet Ar/
401nAr than in the Ar/Ar interactions (3646 over 902, Table 1).
402The interaction energy of Ar/nAr interaction can be also
403substantial, comparable or even stronger than the Ar/Ar ones,
404as shown by the interactions energy calculations.28 Considering
405particular amino acids, Phe has the highest preference toward
406Ar/nAr interactions, while Tyr does not have large preference
407for Ar/nAr interactions (Table 1).
408The intersheet Ar/nAr interactions were found to involve
409mostly aliphatic amino acids, especially Leu and Ile (24.7% and
41021.0%, Table 3). An example of the interaction between Phe
411and Leu is shown in Figure 9A.
412Among the aromatic amino acids, phenylalanine was found
413to be the most frequent in these contacts.
414The greater impact of the intersheet Ar/nAr over Ar/Ar
415interactions confirms previous experimental findings that
416aromatic amino acid properties other than aromaticity could
417be more important for amyloids, such as hydrophobicity, low
418chain flexibility, and β-sheet propensity.18,21,40

Figure 12. (A) P1/P2 angle-offset dependence for the intersheet
aromatic−aromatic interactions. (B) Influence of the aromatic amino
acid type. (C) Various types of interactions.

Figure 13. Representative structures of the intersheet interactions
found in amyloids. (A) stacking: P1/P2 = 10.90°, r = 1.94 Å, PDBid
4OLR, (B) displaced stacking: P1/P2 = 33.78°, r = 3.02 Å, PDBid
2M5N, (C) C−H/π interactions: P1/P2 = 76.51°, r = 2.25 Å, PDBid
2NNT, (D) C−H/O interaction: P1/P2 = 79.90°, r = 1.13 Å, PDBid
2NNT. The green dotted lines represent the putative interactions.

Figure 14. Histogram of minimum distances between heavy atoms of
two amino acids in aromatic−nonaromatic interactions; (A) intrasheet
(B) intersheet.
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419 ■ CONCLUSIONS
420 By analyzing the aromatic−aromatic interactions in amyloids in
421 the PDB, it was established that aromatic amino acids are not
422 present in every amyloid sequence, and thus they are not
423 essential for amyloid self-assembly. The aromatic−aromatic
424 interactions in amyloids are less frequent than aromatic−
425 aliphatic interactions. In addition, the aromatic−aliphatic
426 interactions are present in more structures than the
427 aromatic−aromatic ones. Aromatic rings in amyloids tend
428 much more to interact with nonaromatic residues, especially
429 aliphatic ones, which is partially caused by a small number of
430 aromatic and a high number of aliphatic amino acids in the
431 amyloid sequences.
432 The aromatic−aromatic interactions between adjacent β-
433 strands within the same β-sheet of an amyloid protein structure
434 are far more frequent than the intersheet interactions. Since the
435 aromatic−aromatic interactions are predominantly of the
436 intrasheet type, one can conclude that they play a less
437 dominant role for the association of amyloid sheets.
438 For the intrasheet aromatic−aromatic interactions, a parallel
439 displaced geometry is the most frequent, with the P1/P2
440 interplanar angles of 0−5° and varying offset values in the
441 range of 2.5−5.0 Å. In the case of the intersheet interactions,
442 there are no parallel ring arrangements. The most frequent are
443 displaced rings with P1/P2 interplanar angles between 30 and
444 40°.
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